What can you expect from an International GCSE Teaching Hubs subscription?

Teaching resources

- **1000+ Front-of-class resources** to help you deliver effective and engaging lessons linked directly from the lesson plans - including slideshows, videos, animations and interactive questions and worksheets!

- **1000+ Downloadable worksheets and homework tasks** to save you time searching for relevant content

- Digital, annotatable version of each Student Book available in the integrated eReader

Planning materials

- **A comprehensive scheme of work** for each subject that breaks the Pearson Edexcel International GCSE specification into hour-long sessions

- **120+ Lesson plans** for every subject covering all guided teaching hours and featuring scripted instructions for communicating new learning and time allocations to allow you to be flexible

Assessment support

- **Practice exam papers, mark schemes and examiners’ reports**, including a paper set specially designed for use with the Teaching Hub course

- **Consolidation lessons** offer in-course revision opportunities and teach students effective exam-preparation strategies, while **revision lessons** in the weeks before the exams recap tricky topics and demystify past exam questions
What lesson resources are available per subject?

Sign up for your FREE 60-day trial today

Find out more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/IGTeachingHubs